
BREW TEA CO.

Our tea is brewed from the tastiest rolled whole leaves. We work with Manchester based Brew Tea Company who 
source and blend top grades of tea from some of the best estates going. They’re B Corp Certified and plastic free. 
What’s not to love? 

English Breakfast
A perfectly balanced, malty classic. The tasty richness of Indian Assam coupled with a light, fresh Ceylon. 

Earl Grey
A fragrant and citrussy tea to keep you refreshed all day. Ceylon black tea with bergamot oil, orange peel and 
calendula petals.

Assam
A strong, traditional cup that's as bold in flavour as it is in colour. Our loose leaf Assam tea is the main part of our 
English Breakfast and the tea in our Chai. Punchy, nutty, malty and strong. There's a reason it's one of our best 
sellers.

Ceylon
Smooth, sweet and slightly rich, Ceylon is a great all-rounder. We use it in some of our other blends because it's 
such a fresh, versatile leaf. But here it has a chance to shine on its own - expect a light, but punchy cup.

Lapsang
If you're a fan of oaked wine or whisky, our Lapsang Souchong loose leaf tea will be your new favourite. This black 
Chinese tea has been smoked for deep, earthy goodness. But it's still fairly light and ever-so-slightly-sweet, so 
you'll be able to reach for it slightly earlier than your usual tipple.

Chai
This blend is a belter. We mix rolled, whole and malty Assam tea leaves with traditional 'masala' spices - cinnamon, 
ginger and pepper. It's aromatic, spicy and warming. Don't forget the honey and maybe some hot milk.

Darjeeling
Our Darjeeling is delicate and floral - one to schlurp and savour. Our aromatic loose leaf Darjeeling tea has a similar 
musky-sweet flavour of a muscat wine. Perfect for an afternoon tipple.

CO2 Decaffeinated Ceylon 
All the flavour. No caffeine. We know Decaffeinated tea can often taste like dishwater. We've chosen a tasty 
Ceylon as the base for this one, and its decaffeinated using the CO2 process to keep as much flavour as possible. 
Woody & Earthy.

Yunnan Green
Our loose leaf Green Tea made with rich Yunnan leaves is a subtle and savoury blend. Loads of flavour and minimal 
bitterness. It's gentle, grassy & smooth.

Moroccan Mint
A strong, robust gunpowder green tea, blended with super-minty peppermint leaves. Refreshing & lively, this will 
hit the spot every time.

Apple & Blackberry
This fruit and herbal blend reminds of relaxing autumn walks in the country - think berry-stained hands and tasty 
crumbles. Chunky apple pieces and jammy fruit make it a cup that's sweet, tart and warming. 

Lemon & Ginger 
A warming mix of spice & citrus. Our Lemon & Ginger loose leaf tea is a fiery combo which has a real kick. A 
punchy herbal tea. No granules. All natural ingredients.
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